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DSC Axis™ 106

DSC Axis 106

Castelli for Haworth

DSC Axis 106
A design classic, the DSC Axis 106’s
seat and backrest are constructed
of molded plywood in either
upholstered fabric over polyurethane
foam padding or a natural beech
veneer. The armrests are upholstered
over polyurethane foam.
Accessories include armrests, folding
writing tablets, document racks,
place markers, and chair dollies.
Also available with an anti-panic,
fold-away writing tablet that allows
users to easily exit the chair.
The DSC Axis 106 is a pure, ergonomic stacking chair. Generations of architects and interior designers have
recognized the chair as being extremely functional and long-lasting. This chair proves that Italian design is
based on more than just aesthetics and creativity. Functionality, longevity, cost-effectiveness, and usefulness
are all joined to create a beautiful, highly efficient chair.
Imported from Europe

DSC Axis 106
Dimensions:

Standard Chair

Narrow Chair

TW:

22.0 in

21.0 in

TD:

22.0 in

21.0 in

TH:

30.0 in

30.0 in

SW:

19.0 in

17.0 in

SD:

18.0 in

17.0 in

SH:

19.0 in

19.0 in

BH:

15.0 in

15.0 in

Giancarlo Piretti,
1965
Over 40 years ago a brilliant yet
unknown designer worked in the
research and design department of
the Castelli (now Haworth) furniture
manufacturer. Giancarlo Piretti’s belief
in simplicity and his thoughtful use
of materials eventually made his name
synonymous with Italian furniture
design. During his twelve years with
Castelli, Piretti developed countless
innovative furniture designs, primarily
in seating, including the legendary
Plia ® chair. In 1988, he introduced
his Piretti Collection, a series with
over 50 different office chairs and
seating ensembles.

